Welcome to a World of Vacation Possibilities
From Brazil to California to Thailand, Interval has resorts around the world. Exchanging your vacation time for a week in one of these (and many more) destinations is a breeze.
Congratulations on becoming a vacation owner and welcome to Interval International® membership.

So you just bought a week, or perhaps you purchased points at a vacation club. Did you know that you also have access to a wide range of benefits and discounts, thanks to your home resort’s or club’s relationship with Interval?

Through Interval and the magic of vacation exchange, you not only can enjoy your home away from home, but many homes away from home.

And there’s more — a lot more. Getaways are affordable vacations of seven nights or less in some of the world’s most popular travel destinations. You also have access to great deals through our full-service travel agency, and privileges you can enjoy year-round. Plus, you can take advantage of our timely promotions to get discounts or extra vacations for added value. **Read on, dream big, and get ready to take control of your vacation time — through Interval!**

Visit intervalworld.com, click Explore & Plan, and see all the amazing things you can do with your Interval membership!
6 Ways to Kick-Start Your Membership

READ ALL ABOUT IT — Go to intervalworld.com, create your profile, and sign up for emails to get the latest news on availability, promotions, deals, and more. Check out a host of travel-planning tools, such as Community and Interval HD. Explore Interval resort areas and learn about popular activities in the Travel Planner. And be on the lookout for Interval World® magazine, which gives you benefit information along with fantastic travel deals.

EXCHANGE FOR A CHANGE — When you’re ready to travel somewhere other than your home resort or club, Interval has a vacation for every taste, every occasion, and every personality.

IT’S GOOD TO GET AWAY — Travel more often with affordable Getaways. These spacious resort style accommodations are available for seven nights or less in destinations around the world. And there’s no exchange required. Plus, when you purchase Getaways during your first year of membership, you’ll save $25.*

*Minimum-night stay required.
Go to intervalworld.com and click Create Profile to start taking advantage of your Interval membership!

MOBILE TRAVEL PLANNING — With the Interval International To Go app, you can make an exchange, purchase a Getaway, watch resort videos on Interval HD, search the Resort Directory, and more, right on your mobile device.

ONE-STOP TRAVEL SHOP — Through Interval Travel®, you can make all of your travel arrangements in one place. Book a cruise, reserve a flight, rent a car, and find low-priced hotel accommodations. And with Interval’s Best Price Guarantee, you can rest assured you’ll always get a great rate on Getaways.**

GO FOR THE GOLD (OR PLATINUM) — If you want even more vacation exchange flexibility and other powerful benefits, upgrade to Interval Gold® or Interval Platinum®.

READY TO MAKE SOME VACATION magic?

*For Best Price Guarantee, find a lower price for the stay you booked with Interval, and Interval will refund the difference. The lower price must be found within 24 hours of booking your Getaway, for the same unit size and resort, for the same time period reserved. For complete terms and conditions of the program, go to intervalworld.com.
Vacation Exchange: the Basics

Here’s what you do: Sign in to intervalworld.com or the Interval International To Go app and search by destination, or resort and travel date. If the week you want is available, you’ll receive an instant confirmation. If not, choose one of the exchange methods below. Prefer to speak with a vacation advisor? Call 800-INTERVAL.

Not sure which exchange method is right for you? Here’s a quick look.

**DEPOSIT FIRST**
Who it’s for: Weeks-based members who want a different kind of vacation experience in a new destination, or at a different time of year. Points-based members where permitted by your home resort.

Advantage: The earlier you deposit, the greater your trading power and the longer your travel window.

**REQUEST FIRST**
Who it’s for: All points-based members; weeks-based members who want to retain their home resort until a request is confirmed.

Advantage: You can place an exchange request up to two years before your home resort week, and you can still travel to your home resort if you don’t receive a confirmation.

Learn how to make an exchange right now! Go to intervalworld.com and watch step-by-step video instructions. It couldn’t be easier!
Even More Benefits of Exchange

• **Deposit Extensions** — If you can’t travel before your deposit expires, extend it by six or 12 months.*

• **E-Plus** — Change destinations, resorts, or travel dates up to three times for a low, one-time fee. Purchase E-Plus® when you place your exchange request, up until five days after receiving your confirmation.

• **Guest Certificates** — You can give the perfect gift to friends and family — your week! Interval Platinum members get up to five free Guest Certificates per membership year.

* A fee applies.

“**I’m very happy exchanging with Interval. We have done so much traveling that we would not have if we didn’t have our home resort to exchange.**
— mawmaw

**Flexchange**
You’ll use Flexchange® if you request a vacation exchange from 59 days to 24 hours before check-in. Visit intervalworld.com for a sampling of available destinations.

Turn the page for tips on how to get the exchange you want.
Trade Secrets: Getting the Exchange You Want

You’re new to Interval and exchange. Naturally, you’ve got questions. And we have answers.

**Why is depositing my week so important?**
It’s all about four words: *travel window* and *trading power*. Deposit your home resort week as early as 24 months in advance to extend your travel window. That’s flexibility.

**Yes, but what about that trading power?**
Look at it as a competitive advantage. An early deposit has more trading power than a deposit made closer to check-in. And your trading power is locked in when you deposit. That’s powerful.

**I own at a points-based club. Do I need to deposit?**
If your home resort allows you to deposit points, you can place a request and keep your points until we confirm that you have enough to make your exchange. Or you may use Deposit First to deposit your points with Interval.

**Is it enough to deposit?**
No. Once you’ve deposited and you know where you want to go, either confirm an exchange or place a request.

**Any request tips?**
Yes. Think less about a specific destination and more about the kind of vacation you want. Looking for something tropical? Choose several Caribbean islands rather than just one. And request the smallest-size unit that will accommodate you and your traveling party.

**Anything else I should know?**
Exchanging is *not* like booking a hotel room. New resort weeks are added to our system regularly, so the week you want may become available at any time. Just request and sit back while we do the searching for you.

---

Go to intervalworld.com or sign in to the Interval International To Go app today. To speak with a vacation advisor, call 800-INTERVAL.
Getaways

Getaways provide spacious resort accommodations of seven nights or less at prices often less than what you’d pay for a few nights at a hotel. They are the perfect solution for when you just want to get away without exchanging your week or your points.

**TOP REASONS TO BOOK A GETAWAY**

**Room for Everyone** Want some extra elbow room? Getaway resort units come in a variety of sizes, from studios comfortable for a couple’s escape, to multibedroom accommodations offering space for the entire family.

**See the World** Getaways are available in popular destinations around the globe. They’re the perfect opportunity to sample something new!

**The Price Is Right** Getaways come with our Best Price Guarantee. If you find the same unit size and resort for a lower price elsewhere, we’ll refund the difference.*

---

*For Best Price Guarantee, find a lower price for the stay you booked with Interval, and Interval will refund the difference. The lower price must be found within 24 hours of booking your Getaway, for the same unit size and resort, for the same time period reserved. For complete terms and conditions of the program, go to intervalworld.com.

**Minimum-night stay required.**

---

**Fun Fact**

You can receive Getaway Alerts (for seven-night Getaways) — notifications that let you know when your Getaway becomes available — with the Interval International To Go app.

**Visit intervalworld.com to download the free app from the Apple App Store or Google Play.**
Interval Travel

For offers on major cruise lines, resort deals, airline ticketing (no online fees), special member rates on car rentals and hotel rooms, and even sightseeing excursions all over the world, Interval Travel is your one-stop shop.

Get up to 60% off select hotel bookings with special Member Deals powered by Priceline Partner Solutions™.
More Benefits

With Interval, you’ll get great deals on everything from theme park tickets to apparel, plus access to valuable trip protection. Take advantage of these exciting benefits and much more:

- **TOURS AND ACTIVITIES:** Enjoy more than 300,000 choices available all around the world.
- Enjoy **SPECIAL SAVINGS** on car rentals with **HERTZ®**.
- Protect your travel plans with affordable travel insurance from **ALLIANZ GLOBAL ASSISTANCE**.
- Buy attraction tickets in advance for **WALT DISNEY WORLD**, **SEAWORLD PARKS**, and more.
- **INTERVAL WORLD MASTERCARD® CREDIT CARD:** Apply today, earn points, and soak up the rewards.1
- Go to intervalworld.com and click **OFFERS & EXTRAS** for savings on airport parking, city tours, home goods, and more.

1 This rewards program is provided by Comenity Capital Bank and its terms may change at any time. For full Rewards Terms and Conditions, please see comenity.net/intervalworld.

Credit card offers are subject to credit approval.

Interval World Mastercard® Credit Card Accounts are part of the Interval WVT Mastercard® program and issued by Comenity Capital Bank pursuant to a license from Mastercard International Incorporated. Mastercard and the Mastercard Brand Mark are registered trademarks of Mastercard International Incorporated. The Interval World Mastercard is separate and independent from the World Mastercard program and does not receive World Mastercard benefits.
Upgraded Memberships

Interval Gold

Receive all the great benefits of an Interval International membership, plus:

• **SHORTSTAY EXCHANGE®:** Turn your week into two shorter vacations. Points-based members can take as many vacations as their available points allow.

• **INTERVAL OPTIONS®:** Trade your resort week or use your points toward the purchase of a cruise, hotel, tour, golf, or spa vacation, or a unique Interval Experiences adventure.²

• **VIP CONCIERGE℠:** Get personalized assistance, at home or away, 24/7.

• **HERTZ GOLD PLUS REWARDS®:** Get on the road faster and easier while you earn 25% more points toward free rental days.³

• **GOLF CONNECTION:** Play at some of the most prestigious golf courses in the U.S. and Canada, including more than 1,000 private courses.

• **DINING CONNECTION:** Enjoy VIP treatment, including special amenities, when you reserve in advance.

• **CITY GUIDES:** Discover hot restaurants, shopping opportunities, nightlife options, sightseeing musts, and more.

• **DINING AND LEISURE DISCOUNTS POWERED BY ENTERTAINMENT®:** Unlock your discounts to participating restaurants and retail outlets across the U.S. and Canada.

• **UP TO $100 CASH BACK** on select cruises that you book through Interval Travel.

**UPGRADE TO INTERVAL GOLD** and experience the power and benefits of enhanced membership!

$25 OFF Getaways.¹

Up to **65% OFF** select hotel bookings with special Interval Gold Member Deals — powered by Priceline Partner Solutions.

¹Minimum-night stay required.

²Fees apply.

³Free day excludes taxes. Terms apply.

INTERVALWORLD.COM
UP TO FIVE FREE GUEST CERTIFICATES PER MEMBERSHIP YEAR: Share your exchange or Getaway accommodations with friends or family (regularly $79 each).  

PLATINUM ESCAPES: From time to time, enjoy extraordinary discounts on Getaways.

PRIORITY GETAWAY VIEWING: Access select Getaway offers before all other members.

AIRPORT LOUNGE MEMBERSHIP: Get a complimentary Priority Pass™ membership that gives you access to VIP airport lounges around the world, where you can relax before your flight.

Interval Platinum

You get all the perks of Interval Gold, plus:

- $50 OFF Getaways.
- Up to 70% OFF select hotel bookings with special Interval Platinum Member Deals — powered by Priceline Partner Solutions.

800-INTERVAL

Upgrade to Interval Platinum and enjoy our most prestigious level of membership!

Guest Certificate fee is subject to change.

Per-person fee required with each lounge visit.
Planning Tools

Now that you know everything there is to know about exchange, Getaways, and the rest of your Interval membership, it’s time to let Interval help you explore and plan your perfect break.

**Interval HD** Watch resort and destination videos, as well as membership overviews, exchange tutorials, and testimonials from fellow members.

**Interval World magazine** Read all about the hottest travel destinations and latest Interval offers.

**Resort Directory** Plan your next exchange or Getaway with this helpful tool, complete with photos, resort descriptions, and amenity listings.

**Community** Engage with members around the globe. Get travel and membership tips, read resort reviews, or share your own!

**Travel Planner** Your go-to source for destination and resort information, benefit details, and everything there is to know about your Interval membership.

Expand your horizons! Visit intervalworld.com to download the Interval International To Go app from the Apple App Store or Google Play today!

**Member Emails** Receive benefit and promotion details to help you make the most out of your travel opportunities.

WITH INTERVAL, travel planning is half the fun. Want more ideas? Join us on social media.
Contact Information

HOURS OF OPERATION AND PHONE NUMBERS
(EASTERN TIME)
Monday through Friday,
9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

EXCHANGE, DEPOSIT, GETAWAYS, AND MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
800-INTERVAL (800-468-3782)
305-666-1884

CRUISES
800-622-1540 • 305-668-3496

INTERVALWORLD.COM SUPPORT
888-784-3447 • 305-668-3414

INTERVALWORLD.COM
Exchange • Getaways • Benefits
Resort Directory • Travel Services
Community • Interval HD
Multiple Languages

For international phone numbers, please visit intervalworld.com.

Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD)
800-822-6522

800 and 888 numbers are toll-free from the U.S., Canada, P.R., and U.S.V.I.

Interval International and its third-party service providers attempt to make available a wide variety of goods and services offered by the sellers of transportation, lodging, and entertainment. Such goods and services are subject to change from time to time. Where discounts are made available, whether these discounts represent prices below the actual general market price for these goods and services, depends entirely on the pricing policies of the sellers. These same discounts may be available to groups or individuals other than Interval International members, depending on the policies of the particular seller of goods or services.